
           

 

Impact of Covid-19 on the Banking Sector in Pakistan  

 

I would like you to thank you all for inviting me to this august forum. I will try my best to 

make my humble contribution. I am not a banker; I am basically a business executive with 

years of experience. My second profession is of a psychotherapist, involved in counselling of 

people for psychological and emotional issues.  

Pakistan made a humble start in 1947 with no central bank. Habib Bank – established in 

1941- filled in the gap initially, till State Bank of Pakistan was set up in 1948. Slowly and 

gradually other private banks namely, National Bank, Allied Bank, United Bank and Muslim 

Commercial Bank and some others came into the field with strong support from the Central 

Bank. By the year 1973 commercial banking grew favourably and in fact Pakistani banks 

were rated quite high in the region, as they had introduced modern technology like making 

computers available at that time 

In 1974, Pakistan decided to nationalise all banks, which meant government control over 

the management and activities of the banks. However, business went on as usual but 

inefficiency, corruption and bad debt increased. In my opinion, the only positive point that 

emerged out of nationalisation was that banks spread to the rural areas, which had no 

banking facility earlier. Small traders and businessman benefited and they grew in large 

numbers.  

In 1991, the Bank Nationalisation Act was amended and 23 banks were established and 

nationalised banks slowly started going to private operators. By 1997 we had 21 domestic 

banks and 27 foreign banks competing with each other. 

Although there is a long journey ahead, banking in Pakistan is very vibrant. Besides 

commercial banks we have agriculture bank, microfinance banks and women’s bank. We 

have flourishing Islamic Banking firming its roots. Debit card, credit card, ATM and online 

banking are fully in operation.  

 

Table: Supply side Statistics  

           

                    

 

 

Source: State Bank of Pakistan (December 2019) 

 

Number of Banks and DFIs                      53 

Number of Branches                            16,076 

ATMs                                                        15,252  

Total Accounts                               57,571,041 

Population                                             220 million  

Penetration rate                                               26%    



Covid-19 has done enormous damage to all businesses, however it has not impacted the 

banking sector so negatively. About 50% of restaurants and food businesses have closed 

down. With frequent lockdown and shorter hours all retail shops are under pressure. 

However, we have been fortunate compared to many other countries and we have not 

suffered so badly. Interestingly, with various benefits given to help people and businesses 

by the government and these funds passing through banking channels, our banking sector 

has made more profit than the previous year. Further, increase in online transactions and 

advancement of e-commerce businesses have also contributed positively. Total deposits in 

the bank improved by 16.5% over the last one year to PKR 17.01 trillion in January 2021, as 

majority of businesses and households saved maximum amount to fight the unforeseen 

challenges during the Covid-19 pandemic. Bank deposits stood at PKR 14.67 trillion at the 

end of January 2020, as reported by the State Bank of Pakistan. Looking at these figures, 

reminds me of the famous saying that, “in the midst of every crisis, lies great opportunity.” 
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